
FORMAL INVITATION 

XV international competition karate 

« Way to success 2023»  
April 07-08, 2023, Gomel, Belarus 

Competition program: 

April 07, 2023 (Friday). 

Gomel city youth public association of traditional and sport karate 

Gomel, Victory Square, 1. 

15.00-18.00 - registration,  

18.00-20.00 - drawing,  

April 08, 2023 (Saturday). 

A sports hall athletics arena establishment "Gomel Regional 

Olympic reserve center for athletics"  

7.00-8.30 registration  

8.30-8.45 - briefing team leaders; 

8.45-9.00 - briefing judicial; 

9.00-11.30 - competition in the categories: KATA, KUMITE 

(Senior, juniors, cadets), 18+, 16-17, 14-15 y.o.; 

11.30-12.45 - competition in the categories: KATA, KUMITE  

(boys, girls) 6-7, 8-9, 10-11, 12-13 y.o.; 

12.45-13.15 - opening ceremony, award winners, performances; 

13.15-20.00 - continuation of the competition in: KATA, KUMITE  

(boys, girls) 6-7, 8-9, 10-11, 12-13 y.o.; 

20.00-20.30 - the award winners. 

Competition Rules: 
Competitions are held on the rules WKF VERSION EFFECTIVE 

FROM 1.1.2023, the Olympic system with fights comforting (two 

third places). Equipment in accordance with the rules of WKF. 

Weigh-in will be done selectively. When excess weight by more 

than 1 kg, the athlete will be disqualified. Representatives of the 

athletes must be dressed in a tracksuit and a change of athletic shoes. 

The panel of judges has the right to make changes to the 

competition program 

 

Categories:   
KATA INDIVIDUAL 
MALE, FEMALE 6-7 y.o., 8-9 y.o., 10-11 y.o., 12-13 y.o., 14-15 y.o.,  

16-17 y.o., 18+ y.o.,  

 

KUMITE INDIVIDUAL 
 

MALE FEMALE 

AGE CATEGORY (kg) AGE CATEGORY (kg) 

Pupils 6-7 years  -24; -28; +28; Pupils 6-7 years Open; 

Pupils 8-9 years -28; -32; -36; +36; Pupils 8-9 years -25; -30; +30; 

Pupils 10-11years -30; -35; -40; -45; +45; Pupils 10-11 years -35; -40; -45; +45; 

Pupils 12-13 years -40; -45; -50; -55; +55; Pupils 12-13 years -42; -47; -52; +52; 

Cadets 14-15 years -52; -57; -63; -70; +70; Cadets 14-15 years -47; -54; -61; +61; 

Juniors 16-17 years -55; -61; -68; -76; +76;  Juniors 16-17 years -48; -53; -59; -66; +66; 

Seniors 18+ -60; -67; -75; -84; +84; Seniors 18+ -50; -55; -61; -68; +68; 

 

Entry fee: 

15€ for participating in individual category.  

No deposit for review of protests. 

 
Referees:  
Qualified referees from other countries are welcome. Referees will 

be paid for their work. The accommodation for referees is for free. 
 

Insurance: 
All competitors enter this competition at their own risk and must 

have a valid personal insurance license.  
 

Registration:                   

April 07, 2023 (Friday), 15.00-18.00 - Gomel, STR.  

Victory Square 1,  

April 08, 2023 (Saturday), 7.00-8.30 Gomel, STR. Yubileinaya 52, 

 

 



Place: 
A sports hall athletics arena establishment "Gomel Regional 

Olympic reserve center for athletics" Gomel, STR. Yubileinaya 52  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 Transfer, accommodation and lodging: 

For transfers, accommodation and living in Gomel contact the official event 

partner of LLC «Joy tour»  

Gomel, Bykhovskaya Street 115  

tel: +375 29 6486759, +375 29 1530641, 

+375(232) 26-29-70,  

www.joytour.by, e-mail: joy-tour@list.ru 

 

Entry:  

Composition of the delegation without any restrictions. 

Preliminary entry submitted before March 30, 2023 by                  

E-mail. In the prior request to specify a list of judges 

seconded from listing their qualifications. 

Organizers:  

Youth Public Association  

«Gomel Regional Karate Federation» 

Gomel, Victory Square, 1. 

e-mail: kirilius71@mail.ru,  

http://www.karategomel.lepshy.by/ 

Contact phone numbers: 

+375 29 3309346, +375 29 7392544 Golovnya Cyril, 
 

 

  

 

Public Association «Belarus Karate Federation» 
Department of Sport and Tourism of the  

Gomel City Executive Committee  

Youth Public Association "Gomel Regional Karate Federation"  
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